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This paper focuses upon the issue cf considering temporal changes
in strategy as well as temporal variations in the importance qf stra-
tegic criterion variables when analyzing the strategic group structure
within industries. Three-mode factor arutlysis is proposed as a proce-
dure to allow such joint considerations. The usefulness cfthis proce-
dure is further demonstrated through an example set in the computer
industry.

Hatten (1974) and Hatten and Schendel (1977) originally recognized the need
to consider the influence of time upon the membership and characteristics of stra-
tegic groups. In their industry analysis of the brewing industry, they initially as-
sumed homogeneity in firms' strategic behavior across time. After they had per-
formed an analysis to identify strategic groups, they tested the homogeneity
assumption by dividing the time period of the study into segments associated
with significant strategic change within the industry (which were typically iden-
tified through content analysis of industry studies and annual reports). For most
groups, the time related heterogeneity in strategic behavior was minimal, but it
was significant for the two groups of large national brewers. Consequently, Hat-
ten and Schendel suggested that attention to behavior differences across time as
well as between groups is probably worthwhile, but they also acknowledged that
their method of handling this problem was somewhat unwieldy.

This paper focuses upon the issue of considering temporal changes in strategy
as well as temporal shifts in the importance of strategic criterion variables when
analyzing the strategic group structure within industries. The current research lit-
erature on strategic groups is summarized in Harrigan (1985), McGee (1985),
and McGee and Thomas (1986). In particular, McGee and Thomas (1986) point
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out the "ad hoc nature of the definition of strategic groups" (p. 149) and note the
wide range of criteria used for classification of firms into strategic groups (in-
volving criteria such as product lines, vertical integration, size, functional strat-
egy variables and mixes of scope and resource deployment variables).

It is the aim of this article to build on this literature and focus upon the issue of
developing better procedures for defining and forming strategic groups. This will
be achieved by examining the advantages of using three-mode factor analysis
(TMF) to capture temporal effects when formulating strategic groups. TMF can
typically provide strategic groupings that simultaneously reflect both firm differ-
ences on strategic variables at single points in time and the evolution of such dif-
ferences over time.

The TMF demonstration for strategic grouping across time is based upon the
computer industry, which exhibits both environmental uncertainty and strategic
change over time. The strategic variables that form the basis of the strategic-
grouping exercise reflect aspects of risk and financial strategies in this industry.
Thus, the derived set of strategic groups are specified in terms of similar finan-
cial risk behavior over the time period studied.

The paper first describes the TMF methodology and then presents illustrative
results using the computer industry example. Following this, the strategic impli-
cations of the TMF approach are discussed from the perspective of both research-
ers and managers.

Method

Analytic Methodology: The Three-Mode Factor Analysis (TMF) Approach and
the Research Sample

Factor analysis is a general empirical multivariate technique used to investigate
the dimensionality of a set of criterion measures specified by a number of differ-
ent modes or data sources. However, given that strategic changes occur over time,
it is inadequate to attempt strategic groupings of firms using techniques that only
consider the static structure of criterion (financial strategy) variables. Therefore,
TMF is the appropriate methodology for handling the effects of changes in group
members' actions over time because it captures the systematic variance of the
firms' scores on the financial variables as well as the systematic variance of the
same variables over time.

In order to study the grouping of companies on financial risk variables, a par-
ticular type of industry was needed. The industry had to be subject to at least a
moderate amount of environmental complexity and dynamism so that managers
would face interesting problems of formulating and implementing strategies for
competing in a challenging and dynamic environment. The uncertainties posed
for managers would test their willingness and ability to make risk decisions in
strategy formulation. The second criterion was that the majority of the firms
within the industry were not widely diversified and had a dominant product fo-
cus. This was a practical requirement in that wictely diversified firms with several
SBU's/divisions in various industries could not demonstrate differences in
within-industry financial strategy, particularly because financial measures of in-
dividual division performance were not easily ctotmrable.
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The office equipment/electronic computing industry met these requirements.
In the time period selected (1977-81), the industry faced three major trends or
changes. The rise in the importance of mini and micro processors due to devel-
opments in chip technology had changed business data processing and opened up
the field of personal computing, encouraging new entrants into the industry.
Also, Amdahl had developed plug-compatible equipment, so manufacturers were
able to produce components that could be used in conjunction with a mainframe
computer of any make (usually IBM). This allowed companies to forge ahead in
limited areas of technology without being concemed with problems of designing
and making central processing units. Barriers to entry into this segment were
lowered. A third trend in the industry dealt with the increasing sophistication and
availability of software. While the mainframe segment of the industry became in-
creasingly standardized and mature during this period, software development
continued to increase in importance and breadth of application.

The sample consisted of all firms in the office equipment/electronic computing
industry (SIC 357x) for whom financial data were available on Compustat taf)es.
Of the 55 companies nominally listed as members of this industry, data were
available for 46 companies for the 5-year period, 1977-1981. Nine companies
were deleted because they were new entrants for whom information covering the
entire time period was not available. Therefore, if the sample is biased, it is to-
ward the older and possibly somewhat more risk-averse firms. However, 13 ofthe
46 sample companies were 15 years old or less, so new firms composed about
one-third of the sample. (The chosen companies are listed in Table 1.)

The criterion measures used were six accounting measures that reflect finan-
cial risk (Baird & Thomas, 1985; Bettis, 1983; Bowman, 1980; Foster, 1978; and
Woo, 1983): (a) current ratio, (b) debt to equity ratio, (c) times interest earned,
(d) retum on assets, (e) dividend payout ratio, and (f) size. Each of the six cri-
terion measures were obtained for the 46 companies for the years 1977, 1978,
1978, 1980, and 1981, using data from the X-Ratio sub-file ofthe Compustat sys-
teih.

Thus the empirical data set had the dimensionality of a 46x6x5 matrix (i.e., 46
firms arrayed on six financial risk variables over a time period of 5 years). It
should be noted that the original data show differences in both means and vari-
ances among the financial variables. Therefore, in order to remove scale effects,
the original matrix was collapsed over the 5 years to yield a 230x6 matrix; and
then, each variable was standardized using its mean and standard deviation
across the 230 observations (time x firms).

The final (three dimensional) 46x6x5 matrix of data can be cross-classified by
each of the three modes (or dimensions)—^firms, financial variables, or time.
This allows the simultaneous study of firms, financial risk variables, and time
within the same study. In other words, classification of factor scores can be
achieved in terms of the 46 firms, or six risk variables, or 5 years. This three-
mode factor matrix can be approximated using factor matrices corresponding to
the different modes Cnicker, 1966). The fundamental three-mode factor analysis
model is given in the equation below:
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Table I
Companies in the Office Equipment/Electronic Computing Industry

Listed on Compustat

1. BuiToughs Corp *29. Hazettine Corp.
2. Hunt Mfg. 30. Hewlett-Packard Co.
3 IntI Business Machines Corp. 31. Honeywell Inc.
4. Litton Industries, Inc *32 Lanier Business Products Inc.
5. MSI Data Corp. *33. Lundy Electronics & Systems
6. Mangood Corp. 34. Management Assistance
7. NCR Corp. 35. Modular Computer Systems
8 Pitney-Bowes, Inc. 36 Mohawk Data Sciences
9. Rockaway Corp. 37. Pioneer Texas Corp.

10. Amdahl Corp. 38. Prime Computer
11. Applied Devices *39. Recognition Equipment Inc.
12 Applied Magnetics Corp. 40. Reynolds & Reynolds
13. Barry Wright Corp. 41. Speny Corp.
14. Beehive Intemational 42. Storage Technology Corp.
15 Centronics Data Computer 43. TEC Inc
16. Commodore Intl Ltd. *44 Telex
17. Computer Consoles 45. Vermont Research Inc.
18. Control Data Corp. 46. Wang Laboratories
19. Cray Research *47. Anderson Jacobson, Inc.
20. Data Access Systems, Inc. *48. Computervision Corp.
21. Data General Corp. '49. Floating Point Systems Inc.
22. Data Terminal Systems Inc. '50. Intertec Data Systems Corp.
23. Datapoint Corp. *51. NBI Inc.
24. Dataproducts Corp *52. Rolm Corp.
25. Digital Equipment *53. Ultimate Corp.
26. Electronic Associates Inc. *54. Verbatim Corp.
27 Electronic Memories & Magnet *55. Wesper Corp.
28. Genisco Technology

'Companies not included in our sample.

where X,j^ is the three dimensional data matrix, C is a matrix of financial risk var-
iables (criterion measures), 7 is a matrix of time factors (across firms and finan-
cial variables), S is a matrix of firm factors (across financial variables and time),
and G is the core matrix that interrelates the three modes, C, T and 5. /, j and k
refer to the number of observations in each mode. Here i = 46J = 6, and k =
5.

The number of dimensions (or factors) that satisfactorily account for the vari-
ance in each mode are represented by m, p, and q. The choice of m, p, and q is
based on the accuracy of approximation and inter|wetability for each mode sepa-
rately as is typical with the commonly used (two-mode) factor analysis (Green,
1978).

Thus, it is apparent that TMF is suitable fw strategic grouping in terms of fi-
nancial risk variables. Financial dimensionality (criterion variable factors), tem-
poral dimensionality (time f^rtors), and firni dimensionality (firm factors) are
each represented, as are their interrelationships. The sample size is adequate be-
cause the research methodology involves collapsing over modes. That is, finan-
cial dimensionality may be investigated by factwing the correlation matrix of 230
observati(Mis (46 firms x 5 years) of the six financial risk n^asures to provide a
picture of strategic groups exhibiting similar financial bdiavior over the relevant
time period. Temporal dimensionality niay be analyzed by factoring the cross
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product matrix of 276 observations (6 financial measures for each of the 46 firms)
over five time periods. Firm dimensionality may be investigated using the cross
product matrix of 46 observations on 30 variables (6 fmancial measures within
each of the 5 time periods).

The results that emerge from applying TMF to the electronic/computing ma-
chinery industry are presented in the following section.

Results

Financial Dimensions: Financial Mode
Factoring the correlations matrix involving 230 observations on six financial

variables yields the C matrix of the TMF model. Table 2 shows the roots and per-
cent of variance captured by each successive factoring of the matrix. The choice
of number of dimensions to adequately capture the variance in the financial var-
iables taken at one jwint in time was performed using a Scree test (as suggested
by Tucker, 1966). An orthogonal rotation was performed to interpret the three fi-
nancial dimensions or factors retained. The rotated eigen vectors for the three-
dimensional space are shown in Table 3.

Although labeling is tentative, illustrative factor names (investor treatment ori-
entation, liquidity marmgement sophistication and debt aversion) were applied to
provide greater interpretability. The first factor is just the dividend payout varia-
ble, which may be summarized as an investor/market directed factor.

Current ratio and size load on the second factor (liquidity marmgement sophis-
tication). The relationship between these variables is negative; that is, larger

Table 2
Variance Accounted For By n-Dimensional

Approximation of Financiai Measures

CR
ROA
D/E
DP
TIE
Size

n-Dimensional
space

1
2
3
4
5
6

Eigen Value
(Roots)

419.422
263.534
229.283
203.887
169.035
94.840

Table 3

Percentage
of Variance

30.393
19.097
16.615
14.774
12.249
6.872

Eigen Vectors for Financial Strategy Variables

Investor
Treatment
Orientation

Factor 1

-.083
-.036
-.234
.935*

-.230
-.094

Liquidity
Management
Sophistication

Factor 2

.618*

.028

.112

.041

.138
-.764*

Cumulative
Percentage

30.393
49.490
66.104
80.790
93.128

100.000

Debt
Aversion
Factor 3

.231

.640*
-.576*
.021
.406*
.200

*Vahables included on that factm-.
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firms have lower current ratios. This reflects some economies of scale in the level
of cash and inventory a firm requires as it grows. Also, sophistication and ag-
gressiveness in liquidity management may increase with firm size. A larger, more
established firm should have the management proficiency and bank and supplier
relationships that allow it to minimize cash and inventory while m2iximizing the
credit available from its suppliers.

Debt to equity, times interest earned, and retum on assets load on the third fac-
tor (debt aversion). High D/E and low TIE reflect the aggressive use of financial
leverage. ROA is negatively related to the use of financial leverage. The direction
of causation in this relationship may be two way. The time period examined here
was one of rising interest rates and the interest burden in a highly leveraged firm
would have resulted in a lower ROA than the ROA in a firm that financed its as-
sets more with equity. On the other hand, young or temporarily distressed firms
can be expected to have low ROA and rely heavily on debt financing. Thus, this
factor provides a set of variables that may clearly distinguish between strategic
groups in regard to their source of financing and its effect on retums. Altema-
tively, it may distinguish firms willing to sacrifice current ROA in hopes of
growth generated through debt financing, which may improve long run ROA
prospects.

In summary, therefore, the financial mode analysis enables the financial risk
dimensions to be synthesized into three factors representing investor treatment
orientation, liquidity management sophistication and debt aversion.

Temporal Dimensions: Time Mode

Time-based changes in this industry were analyzed through factoring the cross
products matrix of 276 observations over the 5 years. Table 4 shows the roots and
pereent of variance accounted for with each successive factoring of the matrix.
Again based on a scree test, a three-dimensional solution was chosen. An or-
thogonal rotation again led to an interpretable three-dimensional solution. The ei-
gen vectors for the three-dimensional solution after rotation are presented in Table
5. It can be seen from this table that 1977 and 1978 loaded separately on two fac-
tors. However, 1979-1981 loaded on a third factor. During 1977 and 1978 the
move toward mini and micro computers and plug-compatible equipment was
gaining momentum, whereas economic problems in the form of high interest
rates were characteristic of the 1979-81 period.

Table 4
Variance Accounted For By n-Dimensional

Approximation of Temporal Dimensions

R-Dimensional
Space

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

Eigen Value
(Roots)

711.152
344.435
207.456

80.456
36.501

Percentage
of Variance

51.533
24.959
15.033
5.830
2.645

Cumulative
Percentage

51.533
76.492
91.525
97.355

100.000
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Table 5
Eigen Vectors for Temporal Dimensions

431

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

Economic
Downturn
Factor 1

.008

.018

.418*

.694*

.586*

Microprocessor/
PCM Entry

Factor 2

.999*
-.000
.026

-.031
.004

Microprocessor/
PCM Growth

Factor 3

-.000
.986*
.088
.037

-.137

*Variables inducted in that factor.

Table 6
Strategic Groups in the Office Equipment/Electronic

Computing Industry
1977-1981

Group 1
Applied Devices

Group 5 +
Hunt Mfg.
Mangood
Rockaway

Computer Consoles
Data Accessories

Modular Computer Systems
TEC Inc.

Vermont Research

Group 2
Pioneer Texas

Group 5-
Burroughs

Litton
NCR

Pitney Bowes
Control Data
Honeywell

Sperry Corp.
Storage Technology

Group 3
Electrotiic
Associates

Group 6 +
Cray Research

Digital Equipment
Corporation
Dataproducts

Electronic Memories
Prime Computer

Reynolds & Reynolds
Wang Laboratories

Group 4
IBM
MSI

Amadahl
Bany Wright
Centronics

Data General
Data Terminals
Hewlett-Packard

Group 6-
Mangood
Genisco

Applied Magnetics
Beehive

Commodore Int'l.
Lundy Electronics

and Systems

Therefore, the time-based analysis identified three periods of strategic change
in the industry, namely, 1977 [Microprocessor/PCM Entry], 1978 [Microproces-
sor/PCM Growth] and 1979-81 [Economic Down-tum] respectively.

Firm Dimensions: Firm Mode

Four differences in this industry were analyzed through factoring the cross-
IHxxluct matrix of 46 observations on 30 measures. A six-dimensional approxi-
mation was chosen (using a scree test) to account for company differences (5 ma-
trix). This approximation explains 83% of the overall sum of squares.

Firms that loaded similarly on a particular factor are considered a strategic
group, in keeping with lUcker (1966), who suggests that the factors emerging
from the s u b ^ t of firm (i) mode may be interpreted as representing an ideal type
for o b ^ t s that l o ^ heavily on that factor. Table 6 shows the eight (dimensions 5
and 6 were bipolar aiKl so were interpreted as two groups each) strategic groups
indicated by this analysis.
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Idealized Group Member Analysis: Analyzing Strategic Characteristics Over
Time

The financial risk characteristics of the six strategic groups identified in the
firm-mode analysis may be investigated with reference to the core matrix shown
in Table 7 The core matrix is depicted as being partitioned with respect to the
three financial strategy dimensions (investor treatment orientation, liquidity
management sophistication and debt aversion) and the three temporal dimensions
(1977, 1978 and 1979-81 respectively). The change in financial strategy dimen-
sions over time may be analyzed using Tucker's technique of conceptualizing
"idealized firms.'' Choosing idealized firms such that their factor loadings on all
except the firm dimension of interest is 0, allows characterization of the financial
strategy of all companies that load highly on that firm dimension of interest (i.e.,
belong to that strategic group).

The idealized firms procedure is now illustrated using the firm dimensions
(which, in tum, define strategic groups). In order to approximate the financial
performance of the companies that load heavily on the first firm dimension (i.e.,
Group 1 's idealized firm) a matrix 5, is constructed that consists of hypothetical

Table 7
Core Matrix

Core Matnx for Firm Mode, Factor 1
1977

Investor/Market Orientation .603
Liquidity Management Sophistication I 823
Debt Aversion -10.292

Core Matnx for Firm Mode, Factor 2
1977

Investor/Market Onentation - .191
Liquidity Management Sophistication 1.090
Debt Aversion 014

Core Matnx for Firm Mode, Factor 3
1977

Investor/Market Orientation 14.253
Liquidity Management Sophistication 1.283
Debt Aversion -646

Core Matrix for Firm Mode, Factor 42
1977

Investor/Market Orientation -2.444
Liquidity Management Sophistication . 168
Debt Aversion 6.935

Core Matrix for Firm Mode, Factor 5
1977

Investor/Market Orientation - .027
Liquidity Management Sophistication 7.685
Debt Aversion - .203

Core Matrix for Firm Mode, Factor 6
1977

Investor/Maitet Orientation -1.205
Liquidity Management Sophistication 4.477
Debt Aversion 5.411

1978
.216
.182
-.133

1978
1.725
.697

10.824

1978
.150
.647
-111

1978
-1.500
.958

5.388

1978
.523

5.298
.193

1978
-.542
-.453
3.657

1979-1981
-1.187
.521

-1.931

1979-1981
.608
104

-.301

1979-1981
.521
1.174
.066

1979-1981
-1.04
-1.975
- .406

1979-1981
.039

10.037
1 346

1979-1981
- .521
-2.286
5.065
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factor loadings for an idealized firm A that loads heavily on only the first dimen-
sion.

Idealized
Firm A

1
0
0
0
0
0

Loading
on

5,
52
5,
54
55
5,

5 , =

Then, the matrix resulting frompostmultiplying each of the three partitions of the
core matrix G (Table 7), by 5, and premultiplying the product by the three time
vectors in Table 5, illustrates the financial strategies of firms loading highly on
the first firm dimension during the 5 years. These calculations are presented in
Table 8. It is evident from this table that a firm loading heavily on the first di-
mension corresponds to a scenario involving considerable change over the 5-year
period in terms of investor/market orientation, relatively little change in liquidity
management sophistication, and considerable change in terms of debt aversion
(though not in relation to sign).

Similar idealized firm analyses can be performed for Groups 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 , and 6.
A summary of these analyses is presented in Table 9. Group 2's idealized firm
showed increasing investor/market orientation until 1981 (Table 9). From the
same table, it can be seen that this idealized firm showed a considerable change
in liquidity management sophistication between 1977 and 1978. But post-1978
performance on this variable declined slowly. On debt aversion, this group shows
a considerable decline from 1977 to 1978, a considerable increase from 1978 to
1979, and a slow increase until 1981.

From Table 9, it can also be seen that for Group 3 firms there is considerable
fluctuation in investor/market orientation. Liquidity management sophistication
dropped from 1977 to 1978, and then remained quite stable through 1981. Debt
aversion, on the other hand, increased through 1980, and then declined slightly.
In a similar manner, strategic behavior interpretation can be performed for the
other groups and the time profiles of these behaviors are summarized in Figure 1.
This graphical description is a powerful tool for planners and strategists involved
in understanding the range of competitive strategies used in the computer indus-
try.

The idealized firm strategies also permit an examination of intra-group varia-
tions for each of the strategy dimensions. This examination can be very important
for understanding strategic positioning within strategic groups. Intra-group var-
iations are analyzed by representing a group by using first the highest and then
the lowest loading within the group and then inteqjreting intragroup differences
in terms of the range of factor loadings. For example,
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Table 9
Charactenstic Financial Strategies of Groups I -6

Financial
Strategy
Dimension
Investor/
Market
Onentation

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

Liquidity
Management
Sophistication

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

Debt Aversion
1977
1978
J979
1980
1981

assuming 5'| =

Group 1

.594

.19

.46
-.83
-11

1.82
.19
.28
31

.29

.21
-2.07
-4.48
-7.22
-5.77

0
0
0
0
0

Group 2

- .19
-1.67

.09

.36

.59

1.09
.68
.133
.06

-03

013
-10.61

-1.08
-61
1.31

Group 3

14 3
16

.6
-.07

34

1.29
66
.58
.79
.60

-.59
.01

2.74
4.62
3.89

Group 4

-2.5
-1 48
-63
-.70
-.41

15
90

- 74
-1.34
-1.29

6.9
5.27

.49
-.29
-.95

Group 5

-2.9
.51

-.01
.14

-.06

7 76
5 36
4 86
6 9
5.19

-.19
.21
.58
.95
.76

is the modified idealized firm vector 5, =

Group 6

-2 05
-.541
- 32
-.32
-.24

4.5
-48
- 86

-1.7
-1.23

5.44
3 67
2.58
3.48
2.49

1
0
0
0
0
0

where «, is the loading of group l's highest loading firm, and also

0
0
0
0
0

, is the modified idealized firm vector

where ^ is the loading of that firm from Group 1 with the lowest loading on
Grom l's factor, then intra-group 1 variations can be examined in terms of 5',
and 5^ (resulting in tables similar to Table 8).

Similarly fw Group 2, the idealized firm vector
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5,=

0
1
0
0
0
0

would have to be modified to

5 =

0
« 2

0
0
0
0

and5'2 —

0

0
0
0
0

_ 0

where U2 and (2 represent the highest Group 2 firm loading and the lowest Group
2 loading on the Group 2 factor, respectively.

Another key benefit of using TMF for strategic grouping is apparent from Fig-
ure 1. It shows the profiles of the various groups for each financial dimension
across the 5-year period studied here. All the groups seem to show movement
over time. However, their movement does not follow the same pattem for each of
the three fmancial dimensions. In terms of liquidity management sophistication,
for example, groups 1, 2, and 3 seem to have similar pattems. So, if only vari-
ances on these variables were used for discerning strategic groups in this indus-
try, groups 1, 2, and 3 might collapse into one group, and 5- and 6 -I- would col-
lapse into another. Their (5- and 6 -I-) variances are opposite those of the other
groups. Therefore, based on this dimension alone, there are very few pattems.
Thus entry into this industry possibly requires adherence to one of" these few pat-
tems. Therefore, this dimension may be considered as one on which there are few
options and therefore an industry mobility barrier. On the other dimensions, con-
siderable crossover pattems are exhibited with the various firm groups. Thus we
might infer that these dimensions act more as intergroup mobility barriers than as
industry barriers.

The results presented here are, therefore, illustrative of the use of TMF in de-
scribing the strategic group structure when both firm temporal differences and
shifts in the importance of strategic dimensions are considered simultaneously. In
the next section, we identify the specific issues (in the context of strategic group-
ing) that can be closely examined using the TMF approach.

Conclusions

TMF is, therefore, useful in understanding the dynamics of strategic groups.
Some of the questions that can be answered through clear examination of Figure
1 are: (a) Ifow much, and in what manner, does each group move along the var-
ious strategic dimensions? (b) Is one gixnip more stable than another in terms of
the strategic dimensions? (c) Are tfwre strategic dimensi(ms on which all groups
show similar movenrents?
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Figure 1 Temporal Group Profiles
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Answers to questions 1 and 3 have already been presented in the foregoing dis-
cussion of the TMF results. In terms of question (2), it can be seen from an ex-
amination of Figure 1, that Group 4 is quite stable along Investor Orientation and
Debt Aversion, but follows the rest of the industry in liquidity management so-
phistication. Other groups are quite unstable in terms of both liquidity manage-
ment sophistication and debt aversion. All the groups exhibit remarkable stability
on investor/market orientation, except between 1977 and 1978.

It appears that, in terms of the limited range of fmancial risk variables, Liq-
uidity Management Sophistication is an industry fmancial "barrier" variable,
and Investor Orientation and Debt Aversion are group ' 'barrier'' variables for the
industry studied. So, using TMF, it is possible to distinguish between dimensions
of strategic behavior that are barriers to md)ility at the industry level and those at
the strategic group level. Such observations would not have been possible if the
strategic dimensional variance at different points in time and across time had not
been considered simultaneously. Differences within a group can also be explic-
itly examined, as shown in the previous section. Three-Mode Factor Analysis is,
therefore, a very important and useful methodology for strategic grouping.

At least three substantive questions of research importance in the area of stra-
tegic groups can be studied by using the TMF approach. Further, the multi-mode
nature of this technique suggests that it can also be used in other areas of strategic
management. Some possible applications include strategic segmentation (Winter
& Thomas, 1985), multi-point competition (Kamani & Wemerfelt, 1985), and
business focus shift studies. For example, in strategic segmentation (Henderson,
1979), the area of competition is the product market and firms compete over time
for segments (niches) that can shift and change rapidly. A firm-mode analysis can
assess groups of competitors whereas the time mode can highlight shifts in prod-
uct market structure. Further, an analysis of competitive strategy dimensions can
demonstrate which variables drive product market competition and idealized firm
analysis can identify shifting pattems in competitive strategy variables. All of
these TMF analyses, therefore, provide a range of altemative insights into strat-
egy formulation in competitive markets.
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